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WHO ARE WE?
Night People is a cross-art collaboration company that blends the realms
of dance theatre, audio-visual performance, and electronic music.

We specialise in creating performance installations, interactive digital & dance
performances, and digital creations through film and online platforms. Our work delves into
how movement, narrative, and a dynamic use of technology can profoundly transform
spaces and engage audiences through innovative avenues.

Directed by choreographers and creative technologists, Aaron Howell and Daisy Howell,
Night People brings performances to non-traditional and underrepresented audiences.
Rooted in the rave scene, our practice is dedicated to platforming narratives, events &
creative experiences that support the empowerment and safety of queer and femme
communities within social, artistic, and creative settings.  

We thrive in our unique approach to performance and participatory experiences through
dance and digital creation, providing space for audiences to socialise and connect with
each other and the deeper messages of our work.

We are a Manchester based Company, working across the UK to provide high quality
Dance experiences, Digital opportunities and Performances for all ages/abilities.  



All Workshops provide the following:
Creative skills development
Contemporary movement

Improvisational approaches to movement & creative practice
Insight into cross-collaborative work

Physical, social, expressive experiences
Safe spaces for learning & play

Fun, Sass Infused Antics!

WORKSHOP OVERVIEW

Night People is committed to providing a range of high-quality
workshops for young people, adults & professionals. 

All workshops have been designed to be flexible in various
venues/spaces and can be curated according to bespoke areas of

interest. 



YOUTH WORKSHOPS
Night People’s Dance Workshop (Ages 8+)
An exploration into the Company’s unique movement style, this workshop focuses on providing
a highly physical, sass-inspired experience that promotes self-confidence and empowerment in
all young groovers. Drawing from aspects of Contemporary Dance, Improvisation, and Catwalk
Theatrics, our Dance Workshop’s promise to deliver high-energy, creative, and celebratory
content that engages young people with movement, music, and their inner alter ego.

Key Components

Content: Contemporary Dance, Creative Skills, Guided Improvisation, Electronic Music.

Ability: All Abilities (Participants do not need to have had a dance background).

Length: Flexible across 1 hour - 3 hours (You select)

Space Required: Space safe for movement 



YOUTH WORKSHOPS
Night People’s Dance & Digital Workshop (Ages 8+)

An exploration into the Company’s unique movement style, alongside their exciting
use of digital technology with dance. Workshop content includes movement-based
learning, catwalk theatrics, and bass-heavy music, alongside working with motion

capture and live projection. Elements of the workshop can also be expanded to
explore working with film and audio-reactive visuals (space/time dependent),

encouraging young groovers to approach devising and performance from a new
perspective! 

    Key Components

Content: Contemporary Dance, Creative Skills, Guided Improvisation, Electronic
Music, Live Projection, Motion Capture.

Ability: All Abilities (Participants do not need to have had a dance background).

Length: Flexible across 1 hour - 3 hours (You select)

Space Required: Space safe for movement and can be light controlled for digital
elements



This workshop is specifically tailored around the Company’s new performance work, “Aphrodite’s
House Party”. 

Providing time to explore the Company’s apporach to movement creation in collaboration with visual
art and electronic music,  this workshop brings themes of escapism, love & connection to the
forefront.

 Participants will be guided through the Company’s training and devising process, alongside having
access to digital interaction and creative play. The workshop promises an insightful, fiercely physical,
and digitally enhanced journey for all to enjoy and is geared towards those interested in learning more
about cross-collaborative work. Bringing magic, fun, and creative chaos into space, this workshop
welcomes all to experience the goddess Aphrodite and everyone’s journey for self-love and
acceptance.

APHRODITE’S HOUSE PARTY 
WORKSHOP 

Key Components

Content: Contemporary Dance, Physical Theatre, Guided Improvisation, Optional Digital Elements
Ability: Some experience in movement is required (Ages 12+)
Length: 1 hour - 3 Hours (You select)
Space Required: Safe space to dance and light controlled if choosing digital elements



Dance & Digital Workshops for All ~ Ages 18+

If you are interested in booking a workshop that delivers a fun, accessible,
and groovy entry into movement and digital work, then drop us a line! 

All Adult Workshops are community-driven and focused on creating social,
celebratory environments for people to move together. All workshops are
driven by specific DJ sets & lighting/projection states, opening the floor for
guided improvisation and learning some of the Company’s training drills. 

All movement is led by the Company facilitators, and adaptations are
provided for all abilities. The main aim is to get the energy up, provide a
safe space for grooving, and connect people across a shared, joyous
experience of movement and music.

Length: 1-3 Hours (You select)
Space Required: Space safe for movement and can be light controlled for
digital elements

ADULT
WORKSHOPS 



All our workshops are expanded for professional delivery and are centered
around the Company’s commitment to providing professional Dancers, DJs, and

Digital Makers chance to connect and expand their creative toolkits. 

You can email us directly to discuss a specific workshop model you would like at
your venue/organisation.

Night People also provides Company Class for those interested in undertaking
the Company’s specific approach to technical and improvisational training.

Open Company Class is project-dependent and is communicated via our network
emails and social media pages.

 If interested in being added to our list for our next series of Professional
Workshops/Classes, please drop us an email!

PROFESSIONAL CLASSES &
WORKSHOPS 



Workshop Offer includes:
Company brings own free standing lights
x1 Projector
x1 Bass Speakers
Props/Materials 
All workshops are delivered by x2 Facilitators minimum.

Requirements:
Spaces safe to move in
Access to PA system is welcomed, especially in large venues
Extra Projector access if possible
Light controlled spaces for Digital Projections 
Access to plug sockets and extension cables
Set up/take down time (minimum 15mins either side of the workshop)
Access Needs communicated ahead of workshop

WORKSHOP
SPECIFICATIONS



1 Hour Workshop - £120 (Inclusive of x2 Artists)
2 Hour Workshop - £220 (Inclusive of x2 Artists)
3 Hour Workshop - £300 (Inclusive of x2 Artists)

Over 3 Hours - Rate reduces to £45 per hour, per artist

Travel to be covered if workshop is based over 35miles from
Manchester City Centre (Company Base). Mileage inline with

governmental rates. 

We welcome the opportunity to engage in a constructive
dialogue regarding our fee structure, and are open to

 discussing mutually beneficial arrangements that align with the
value we bring to the table and your organisation’s fee

structures. 



We are open to discussing your workshop needs and tailoring bespoke
workshop content that is relevant and suitable for your
organisation/participants. 

We are all about collaboration and celebration, so please communicate with us
directly and tell us about your Workshop desires! 

To begin your journey, please drop us a line:

Email: info@nightpeople.co.uk

Socials: @nightpeopleevents

Company Base: Whalley Range, Manchester 

CONTACT US


